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ComfortFit Orthotic Labs: Custom-Made Orthotics Steps
Ahead of the Competition
By Howell Schorr, Chief Executive Officer
The formula for our success in the custom orthotic
marketplace is not off-shore manufacturing, not cutting
corners with inferior materials, and not nickel–diming or
overcharging our valued customers—instead it is a real
hardworking, highly skilled, seasoned and efficient work
force right in the heart of the Garden State, New Jersey, in
our 12,000 square foot laboratory.
It all starts with the people but there is more: we purchase only medical grade material that has been proven

Once the orthotics are completed,
each and every pair of orthotics
are given a final inspection for quality
and accuracy.
over time to provide the best durability, reliability and comfort. Our pre-production department cuts, pre-glues and
readies all material for the fabrication process that typically
takes 2 to 3 days to complete. Our order entry staff is highly
trained in medical terminology and does an excellent job interpreting requests from our clients. Any items that may be
unclear are given to our technical office staff, who will analyze the issues and call your office if necessary.
During our three-day fabrication process all work is
monitored and inspected every step of the way to ensure
that your finished product will meet our quality standards
and your expectations. Once the orthotics are completed,
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Do mistakes still
happen?
Yes they
do, but
Orthotic Shell Grinding and Shaping
with our
continuous quality improvement program our warranty return rate is less than 2%.
Here is why so many doctors have switched to ComfortFit:
• Low flat rate prices
• No charge for in and outbound shipping (three day
service nationwide)
• No charge for those occasional rush orders
• Fast and consistent door to door turnaround times of
two weeks or less.
• No charge for additions, modifications or any orthotic length using any of our 7 top cover choices
• Extended cast storage (up to two years)
• Easy and efficient second pair ordering process (you
call and it is done)

There is no charge for additions,
modifications or any orthotic length using
any of our 7 top cover choices.
• Our ability to fabricate orders with plaster casts, STS
fiberglass casts, foam impressions or scans. We can also
custom copy an old pair of orthotics.
• Custom account logos
• Expert Technical Support and service by our highly
motivated and knowledgeable customer service department
• On-line Order Status Program so that you can easily
see where each and every order is and when it has shipped
• A user friendly web site that has information on all
of ComfortFit’s product lines and contains no pricing (a
great reference site for your patients).
• Extended two year insurance coverage (Comfort
Zone) for only $50.00
• Easy to use two-part prescription forms (a copy
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for your patient files)
• Free samples and in-office orthotic promotional materials
That is why ComfortFit Orthotic Labs continues to be a
leader in the industry and is still the fastest growing orthot-

If you are not satisfied with your
first order just return it
and we will give you a full credit.
ic lab in the United States. We base our success on our
high quality orthotics, prefabricated product line, outstanding business partners and fully trained professional staff
that is eager to work with you and your staff. We understand our business is the continued success of your business. As co-owners of this business, Tom Calagna and I are

fully committed and dedicated to continuing to provide
you with the best orthotic value available in the industry.
Please give us a call or just send us a cast. Based on our
long term success we fully expect you will be pleased and
there is nothing to lose. If you are not satisfied with your
first order just return it and we will give you a full credit.
To view our new 2012 Custom Orthotic catalogue and
selection guide, prescription forms, in-office sell sheets,
detailed photos, descriptions of our products and services
please visit
www.comfortfit
labs.com. If
you would like
this information by mail,
just give us a
call at 1.888.
523.1600. For
more information circle
#141 on the
reader service
Orthotic Covering Process
card.
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